Genetic regulation of bone mineral density in mice.
Peak bone mass is a major determinant of risk of osteoporotic fracture. Family and twin studies have found a strong genetic component to the determination of bone mineral density (BMD). However, BMD is a complex trait whose expression is confounded by environmental influences and polygenic inheritance. The number, locations and effects of the individual genes contributing to natural variation in this trait are all unknown. The extreme difficulty of dissecting out environmental factors from genetic ones in humans has motivated the investigation of animal models. Genetically distinct animal strains raised under strict environmental control are critical tools for defining genetic regulation. The availability of inbred strains, combined with its relative fecundity, has established the mouse as the best model system for the study of mammalian genetics and physiology. Importantly, genes identified in murine analyses can usually be readily mapped to particular human chromosomal regions because of the high degree of synteny that exists between the mouse and human genomes. We employed quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis to examine peak BMD in 24 recombinant inbred (RI) mouse strains, derived from a cross between C57BL/6 (B6) and DBA/2 (D2) progenitors (BXD RI). The distribution of BMD values among these strains clearly indicated the presence of strong genetic influences, with an estimated narrow sense heritability of 35%. The differences in peak whole body BMD in the BXD strains were integrated with a large database of genetic markers previously defined in the RI BXD strains to generate chromosome map sites for QTL locations. This QTL analysis provisionally identified a number of chromosomal sites linked to BMD. In the second phase of our BMD QTL mapping efforts, we used three independent mouse populations (all derived from B6 and D2 progenitor strains) to confirm and narrow the genetic locations of 4 QTLs (on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, and 11) that strongly influence the acquisition of peak BMD in mice. Using a novel, fine-mapping approach (recombinant inbred segregation testing), we have succeeded in narrowing two of the BMD-related chromosomal regions and in the process eliminated a number of candidate genes. The homologous regions in the human genome for each of these murine QTLs have been identified in recent human genetic studies. In light of this, we believe that findings in mice should aid in the identification of specific candidate genes for study in humans.